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- Connectivity barriers
- Data transfer challenges
- Achieving connectivity & overcoming challenges
- Partnership opportunities
The Most Reliable Way to Move Files

Giving non-profits the peace of mind at reliably delivering data to & from remote sites across the globe.
Global Barriers to Connectivity

**Availability**
Lack of infrastructure

**Affordability**
Cost of data packages, hardware costs

**Readiness**
IT on site, IT skills
Availability

Orgs are servicing in unforgiving environments to connectivity

- Wired fixed networks
- Wireless networks
- Satellite broadband networks
Affordability

Remote sites cost 2-3 times more than urban sites.

- Data service cost are more costly in rural areas
- Expensive hardware maintenance
Readiness

Over 2/3 of the unconnected do not fully understand the internet.

- No IT present on site for maintenance
- Constrained staff with limited IT skills
We’re Solving The Biggest Data Transfer Challenges

✓ Overcome poor connections
✓ Resolve incomplete or dropped transfers
✓ Skip common client-server bottleneck
✓ Increase low network utilization
✓ Avoid sneakernet (data transfer via hardware)
✓ Scale to move large TB size files & millions of files
✓ Reduce response time to file changes
The Resilio Solution

A Proven Technology to Overcome Poor Connectivity

**Peer-to-Peer Technology**

P2P protocol seamlessly combines the power of every endpoint so there's no single point of failure.

**Connection-Loss Recovery**

Interrupted transfers resumes automatically as soon as connectivity re-establishes.

**File Integrity Verification**

Real-time comparison of file's current checksum with its original baseline checksum ensures data is not corrupted or hacked.
Real-Time File Synchronization

Synchronize data across sites in distant locations around the world.

Connect automates data replication for high availability access to your files from any location.
Securely collect millions of files across your network.

Connect eliminates incomplete backups by re-transmitting every data transfer until the job is 100% done.
Distribute Updates Over Any Network

Connect’s P2P (Peer-to-Peer) technology ensures reliable data delivery because it utilizes the strength of each endpoint.

Our advanced peer selection logic enables you to easily distribute files across distant locations over WAN & disperse data to many devices over LAN at each location.
Easy to Deploy in Any Environment

✓ One click install
✓ Minutes to configure
✓ Web-based Management Console
✓ Compatible with AWS, Azure, and any other major cloud provider
✓ Full Cross-Platform Support:
  ✓ Desktop (Windows, Linux, Mac OS)
  ✓ Mobile (Android, iOS)
  ✓ Server OS (Windows, Linux)
  ✓ NAS (Synology, Seagate, WD, etc.)
Partnering with Companies for Change
Bring Reliability to Your Services

We offer special packages to NGOs. Schedule a demo today for a free evaluation.

Contact Us
Bri@resilio.com

Try Resilio Connect
www.resilio.com/landing/contact-sales/
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